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there are plenty of more highlights from this album. one of the best is the ominousg.o.d.y. featuring andre 3000. the song deals
with the recent murder of tupac shakur. the song is very political and it just represents the environment around big bois life at that

time. other highlights include the lady, big boi and andre 3000s peformance album closing song and ghetto, which is the bass-
heavy, drum-heavy, house-music influenced track featuring mr. fingers. if you want to hear how big bois became a southern rapper,
the song is a great listen. another highlight is the playful bama boogie which is a freestyle between big boi, andre 3000 and cee-lo
green. there is also a lot of humor on the album. the song, showtin time is a brilliant, uptempo track that has a hilarious concept. it
is a song about a crazed woman who follows big boi and andre 3000 everywhere they go. big boi and andre 3000 get her tickets to

the concert and she starts tearing down the building. what makes the track funnier is the same woman who tracks them down
becomes their biggest fan. while speakerboxxx/the love below isnt as political as da breakdown, its still a powerful project. the

album is a testament to how dedicated outkast are to their art. the album is a perfect combination of lyrical genius and technical
prowess. and just as important is the fact that the album is one of the best releases of all-time, regardless of genre. the video for

hey ya! was a huge thing to us. the music video was done before [the album was] done, but for us, the visual was more important.
we didnt just want an image. we wanted to go beyond that. we wanted to go beyond the lyrics. and thats the way the video ends up
looking, too. we had the concept. we couldnt have that thing blow up and theres nothing there. you gotta have visual images. you

cant just have the visual image of the boy in a suit.
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i think the chemistry of a good team is that youre always sort of making a product and youre always adding your
flavor. you dont have to be the boss or the leader. you just have to know where you can be the best to make a

song. for me, its like a lot of times, i'll go to a studio, and i'll make an up-tempo song. i'll make a slow song. i'll go to
the lounge, and i'll make a song. thats part of the process of making music for me. its like when i do songs, i try to

keep things simple, keep it fun, keep it positive, keep it spiritual. i want to keep it on a level of a melody and a beat,
then i go from there. the album opens with the classicms. jackson snare roll, which big boi and andre 3000 continue
to play off throughout the rest of the album. while the album might not follow the common hip-hop rules, it still is an
immaculate hip-hop album. big bois rhyming style is drastically altered on this record. there is more to his flow and

less to the typical hip-hop patterns. his lyrics are sharper and to-the-point. the concept of speakerboxxx is three
different albums, each represented by a different narrator. the first record is big boi, andre 3000 and cee-lo green.
the second is big boi, andre 3000 and mr. fingers. the third is big boi and mr. the first album deals with the good

and the bad, the second tells a story from the point of view of big boi as he tries to reconcile his past and his
present. the last record deals with the fictional mr. fingers, a sort of amalgamation of all the people he has dated or

fucked over. some of the outtakes were used on speakerboxxx/the love below as well. 5ec8ef588b
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